General Programmer [Unannounced Project]
(f/m/d)
Berlin - Full-time - 743999681811452
Apply Now:
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/Ubisoft2/743999681811452-general-programmer-unannoun
ced-project-f-m-d-?oga=true
The General Programmer will develop systems for a wide-range of elements including the
game engine and editor or any middleware used by the production teams.

Firmness in using your programming language and motivation to improve it
Experience with diﬀerent programming patterns
Willingness to follow coding convention
Familiarity with working in large code bases
Ability to read and blend into existing code
being snoopy about performance/memory implication about your code and the ability to iterate
on it
Knowledge of how to hunt bugs
Preference to work in a code review environment
Excellent communication and good English skills
Curiousity about cutting edge technology and the desire to expand and share new insights
Desire to mentor junior team members

Bonus:
Having a clear idea over disadvantages/problems of common programming patterns
Skill to improve performance/memory for non-owned or global systems
Experience to architect complex systems
Knowledge to work and design multi-threaded code
Having worked in multi-platform projects
Experience in debugging release versions and reading assembler

We aim to have a wide and diverse range of proﬁles within our studio; thus, we are looking forward to

being surprised by your application. The most important quality for us is to be a strong team player
with a resilient and positive attitude.

What we want to oﬀer you:
We want to build a studio in which everyone feels inspired, empowered and connected. We
believe developers do their best work when they feel empowered. We thus aim to give you a
lot of autonomy. In return, we expect you to be self-responsible and stay on top of your game
by continuously developing your skills. Furthermore, we know it is important for a developer
to feel comfortable. With that in mind, we aim to provide a variety of everyday beneﬁts which
we hope will help you feel great including:
Flexible working hours
External training, education in our in-house guilds and knowledge sharing with other project
teams
Fresh fruit, discounted gym membership, support for child care
Subsidized lunch meals, free bike rental or lease your own bike!
Share ideas! = Working in an innovative and international company

If you are passionate about video games and would like to work with like-minded
professionals with an international team, please apply via our career portal. Applications
should include your resume, a cover letter with the earliest starting date, your salary
expectation and why you would like to joins us.

For further information please check www.bluebyte.de and www.ubisoft.com.

